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AAB -Albanian Association of Banks 


AIDA - Albanian Investment Development Agency 


AP - Action Plan 


BoA - Bank of Albania 


EBRD - European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 


EIB - European Investment Bank 


ERP - Economic Reform Program 


GDP - Gross Domestic Product 


IASME - Integrated Assistance Program for the Development of Albanian SMEs 


NPL - Nonperforming Loan 


OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 


PRODAPS - Programme for Development of the Albanian Private Sector? 


SEE - South East Europe 


SME - Small Medium Enterprise 
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The main objective of the project is the Study on innovative approaches to credit access and the 


implementation of the same in the involved territories in the project. It is linked to the specific 


objective of business growth (entrepreneurship). Another main objective is to create regulatory 


prerequisites to allow local public systems to transfer the new ways of accessing credit. 


Under this expertise is provided a report on credit discipline, the credit system, the role of public 


funds and the tools in support of enterprises. The expert for this assignment supports the concept 


of the Study on innovative approaches to credit access and the implementation of the same in the 


involved territories in the project. The expert is committed to contribute in such important 


project and to demonstrate his ability when it comes to entrepreneurship sector. 


The expert interprets the TORs as a request not only in analyzing of the public and private 


context and needs in Albania, but contributing either to the further collaboration within the 


project sustainability standards. 


The experts tasks consist also on regularly cooperate in terms of gathering information about the 


public and private context and will approach the tools for supporting the enterprises. The support 


of the indicated results explained in the ToR's is also provided because through the context 


analysis is identified the best actors and the best solutions to be adopted on the local credit 


system. 
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Research and Analytical Methodology - The research was conducted using a variety of 


established methods; secondary review of existing reports, literature, and data; interviews with 


selected stakeholders as well as surveys of businesses and individuals in the local credit system; 


Stakeholder Interviews - Structured interviews have been conducted with different stakeholders. 


Parts of the interviews were also representatives from the public sector dealing with policies for 


the credit system; 


Information gathered on Public policies for the credit system and actual regulatory conditions 


from the existing reports literature and data. 


Institutional framework and policies analysis on credit, while conducting meetings with the 


representatives from different institutions responsible for credit policies. 


In order to reach the main goal, the expert was focused on providing relevant and up to date 


information on the condition of the Albania economy, as it relates to the Public policies for the 


credit system and actual regulatory conditions. Methodology used in order conduct this analysis 


was based on: 


The expected change the project will have in relation to the current situation is: Ensuring greater 


access to credit for firms, considering the current unfavorable economic situation. 


• Public Policies for Credit System and Actual Regulatory Conditions 


• Best practices in local credit system 


• Institutional framework and implemented policies on practical support to credit 


The aim of the project is to verify the conditions to provide to the Albanians and Montenegrin 


small enterprises a financial instrument that in Apulia and in Molise has been facilitating the 


enterprises' access to the bank funding, both for the growth and the management. The goal is to 


be executed a research in order to have a photograph of credit sector in the involved areas. 


Mason (2002) defines methodological strategy as the logic by which one goes about answering 


the research points. The meaning of this is related to the way the design of the research is done as 


a potential answer to the research points. 
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World Bank (2019) evaluated Albanian development by stating that in order to accelerate the 


pace of equitable growth, Albania is implementing structural reforms that will raise productivity 


and competitiveness in the economy, create more jobs, and improve governance and public 


service delivery. Enhanced regional connectivity and access to regional and global markets, 


coupled with export and market diversification, can also help promote faster 


growth. Recognizing these challenges, the Government of Albania has embarked on a broad- 


Finally, the expert in order to fulfill the assignment effectively and efficiently was engaged in 


conducting analysis of the context and needs in Albania; analysis of the public and private 


context and needs in Albania, with a technical-economical report as well as collection of rules on 


credit and cooperation. 


An effective and well-conducted method creates a firm foundation for advancing knowledge and 


facilitating theory development. By integrating findings and perspectives from many empirical 


findings, a literature review can address research questions with a power that no single study has. 


It can also help to provide an overview of areas in which the research is disparate and 


interdisciplinary (Snyder, 2019). The research for the above-mentioned points regarding credit 


sector in Albania is based on a literature review on reports from institution such as Albanian 


Investment Development Agency (AIDA), Bank of Albania, European Investment Bank (EIB), 


Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), World Bank and scientific 


research papers. These institutions prepare and publish reports on yearly periodicity regarding 


the credit sector in Albania regarding policies and regulatory conditions, best practices in local 


credit system and institutional frameworks. The information from these reports and papers has 


been reviewed and analyzed in order to be taken only relevant information to fulfill the 


requirements to obtain information on the objectives of the project. The reports and papers both 


offer qualitative and quantitative data to support the information presented in the material. 


Besides that, in credit institution are publish information regarding the credit sector and its 


development together with the steps undertaken by the institutions to develop the access to credit 


in Albania both from public/private institutions. 
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Financing opportunities for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Albania are a topic or 


great importance, since the SMEs play the biggest role in the development of the country. Access 


to Finance provides the businesses with the financing they need. The financial system as one or 


the most important pillars for the development of a society has its impact on the functioning of a 


state. In OECD (2018) it is suggested that the South East Europe economies should also 


prioritize access to finance by fostering alternative sources of financing and venture capital. A 


Source: Bank or Albania Annual Supervision Report (20 I 8) 


Figure 1 Financial and banking sector structure and ownership 
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based reform program focused on macroeconomic and fiscal sustainability, financial sector 


stabilization, energy concerns, pensions, and territorial administration. Significant progress, 


propelled by the ongoing reforms, has created the conditions for rebounding business confidence 


and domestic demand, including early signs of increased investment and an export-led recovery. 


The banking and financial sector as from the Bank of Albania Supervision Report or 2018 


divides the sector as follows: 
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commitment to making finance accessible would benefit SMEs, as well as improve conditions 


for all market participants by opening excessively restrictive credit markets. 


Likewise, foreign direct investment and SME linkages should be strengthened by prioritizing 


long-term and sustainable investments in high-skilled and creative sectors. The region should 


focus on anti-corruption co-ordination, including offering more robust whistleblower protection 


across the economy. According to ERP (2019-2021) the economic growth rate of Albania has 


continued to accelerate during the cumulative nine-month period or 2018 and is expected to 


continue the gradual growth in 2019-2021. Arter the increase of 3.84% in 2017, the GDP grew 


4.35% over the nine-month period or 2018 and is expected to gradually continue some 


acceleration reaching 4.5% in 2021, supported by improved macroeconomic fundamentals. In the 


Bank of Albania Quarterly Report 2019/Il it is stated that due to the accommodative monetary 


policy it is enabled the creation of favorable financing conditions. Domestic financial markets 


operate amid a calm environment, with low interest rates, low risk premiums and a stabilization 


trend of the exchange rate. As a result, the pace of credit growth has improved. Adjusted for the 


exchange rate and written off loans, the portfolio of credit to the private sector recorded 6% 


annual growth in the first quarter of 2019. The performance continues to be supported by the 


expansion of credit in Albanian Lek, which accounts for around 48% of total credit. Banks eased 


the credit terms and conditions of loans to households. In parallel, developments in recent 


months point to a more balanced performance of the credit portfolio, with an upward 


contribution by both households and enterprises. Furthermore, as the report states, the underway 


consolidation of the banking sector, the continuous reduction of credit risk, and the expected 


demand growth create the premises for a sustainable growth of credit in the future. Yet, the 


materialisation or this projection requires that banks adopt a more active approach to 


lending.Their approach toward enterprises is more conservative. The balance of risks on their 


medium-term projections remains tilted to the downside, both in the short and in the medium 


term. They are related mostly to uncertainties surrounding the external environment. duration 


and impact from the exchange rate appreciation on inflation, loan supply improvement and, 


lastly, the tense political situation at home. 


According to Kalluci (2019) bank lending after 2004 was mainly performed in foreign currency 


(initially in Dollars and then in Euros). There were two main reasons for foreign currency 


lending: first, the cost of foreign currency loans was lower for borrowers, as interest rates were 
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ERP (2019-2021) also when focused on bank lending explains that at the end of September 2018. 


the total loan portfolio of the banking sector was equal to ALL 586 billion. In nominal terms, the 


credit portfolio shrunk by about ALL 20 billion or by 3.5% yoy. After a period of modest annual 


However, as from ERP (2019-2021) the quality of bank credit has continued to improve mainly 


as a result of write-offs, repayments and ensuing loan reclassificarion.Thc decline in the stock or 


NPLs has been accompanied by a larger decline in the loan loss provisioning, which has resulted 


in a moderate drop in the NPL coverage ratio (with specific provisions). 


Source: Source: Bank or Albania Annual Supervision Report (2018) 


Figure 2 Non-price terms and conditions of lending determinant for loan to enterprises and 


households 
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significantly lower for these currencies ; and second, the borrowers filed more claims high for 


foreign currency loans. Business borrowers needed foreign currency funds, for finance the 


purchase of raw materials (working capital loans or in the form or overdrafts), to invest in new 


product lines or technologiesexpanded the buildings where they operated. Even individual 


borrowers preferred foreign currency loans to finance the purchase of their homes, the price of 


which was also quoted in foreign currencies (first in Dollars and then in Euros).But later banks 


began to lend in local currency also, contributing to the increase in the credit weight or Albanian 


Lek, in the total portfolio from a share of l 6% in 2004, to about 44% at the end of 2017. The 


BoA in their 2019/JI Quarterly report state that non-price terms and conditions of new loans to 


enterprises, according to commercial banks, tightened slightly in 2019 Q 1, compared with the 


previous quarter. The main factors that led to the tightening of credit conditions to enterprises 


were the reduction in loan size and the increase in collateral requirements relative to the size or 


the loan. 
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growth in the range of 1-2% between mid-2016- end of 2017, the growth in the total credit 


stock came to a halt in Ql-2018 and turned negative over Q2- and Q3-2018. The amount of lost 


loans that were written off from the banks' balance sheets in the last 12 months to September 


was /\LL 10 billion. This resulted in an annual decline of 33% in the stock of lost loans. Foreign 


currency loans continue to account for more than half of the total credit stock (57%). The stock 


of Lek loans contracted by 2.1 % yoy and credit in foreign currency contracted by 4.6% yoy 


mostly as a result of the appreciation of Lek against the Euro. In the absence of the exchange rate 


effect, the annual change in the foreign currency credit would be +0.7% (instead of -4.6%) and 


total credit contraction would be equal to -0.5% (instead or -3.5%). Long term loans and loans 


for the purchase of real estate combined, represent about 53% of the total amount or outstanding 


loans. Both types of long term loans have recorded a steady, albeit small annual growth rate over 


the last three years. The stock of credit to the private sector has been declining steadily over the 


last 4 years, partly as a result of weak new lending and partly due to the reduction in the stock or 


nonperforming loans. During the first 9 months of' 2018 the stock of loans held by the private 


sector shrunk by about 5% or ALL 11 billion. Credit to households has continued to increase at 


an average annual rate of 5-6% and its share to the total stock of loans has jumped to 31 % in 


September 2018, from 25% in December 2014. 


Regarding the risks, the credit risk quality has continued to improve over the first nine months of 


2018 although at a slower pace, liquidity risk in the Albanian banking sector is low, the exposure 


of the banking sector to market risks remains significant although it has diminished slightly over 


the first half of 2018. 


Returning on the assessment of access to finance efforts from El B (2016) and OECD (2018) it is 


stated that although the actors of the economy could increase their efforts to have a better 


development of credit system. One significant reason for the evidence gap is that most SM E 


economies lack statistical information on SME financing as the data are not disaggregated by 


enterprise size. Data on the stock and flow of SM E loans, interest spreads between large and 


small enterprises, collateral requirements for SMEs, and non-performing loans would help to 


build a better understanding of SME-specific financing gaps to identify suitable and evidence- 


based SME financing policies. Albanian government is making efforts to ensure policy 


coherence and co-ordination in designing programs to support SME financing and to improve 


SMEs' access to finance. Also, the coverage of credit information services could be expanded. 
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Credit information services compile data on the credit histories of borrowers who are active in a 


financial system. They help to improve risk management for lenders by decreasing information 


asymmetries on the default risk of all borrowers. Public credit bureaus are usually managed by 


the central bank, mainly for supervisory purposes, while private credit bureaus are often 


established by financial institutions.From BoA, AAB and its member banks and EBRO the 


recommendations of the feasibility Study agreed that the establishment of such a credit bureau 


shall address the lack or a credit scoring system in Albania. 


According to ERP (2019-2021) credit developments, in terms of currency, confirm higher 


growth of credit in Jek compared to credit in foreign currency. Despite this, the credit portfolio in 


lek recorded a lower growth rate in the second quarter (6.3%) compared to the first quarter 


(7.0%). This slowdown partially reflects the impact of lower lending to enterprises, which 


peaked in the second quarter of the previous year. The performance of credit in foreign currency 


carries to a large extent the impact of the exchange rate. Banks report a tightening of lending 


policies to enterprises, which reflect the costs of the funds, bank's capital and liquidity positions, 


their perception on risk exposure as well as their risk appetite. On the other hand, banks cased 


their lending standards to households during this quarter. The generally more positive approach 


of banks toward households is reflected by the cased collateral requirements for credit coverage. 


The other standards of these loans remained like the standards of the previous quarter. Based on 


the semi-annual Survey on "Financing and Borrowing of Enterprises in Albania" for the first half 


of 2018, it is noted that the cost of credit continues to be considered as the main factor that 


makes it difficult to obtain a bank loan, especially for small and medium-sized enterprises. 


Following the cost of the loan, the cost of meeting the requirements of the bank continues to be a 


considerable difficulty, for all three groups of enterprises in size allocation, followed by an 


assessment of the conditions for loan guarantees and the uncertainty of the bank's claims; 


bureaucratic procedures. However, even for the latter, small and large enterprises give downward 


estimates, expressing improvement over the period analyzed compared to the previous one. 


Enterprises that have decided not to apply consider the loan process to a bank to be difficult, and 


this seems to be most often claimed by small and medium-sized enterprises. For the first 


semester, 2018 there is an increase in the share of those who consider this process difficult or 


who claim that it is easier to borrow from alternative sources. 
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Each or the regulations will feature the decision of its approval, subsequent decisions [or 


amendments to the relevant regulation over the years (i r any), and an integrated version. 


As or the supervision department the Bank or Albania approves regulations that define the 


requirements, deadlines. and procedures in order to conduct a sale and stable activity by licensed 


and supervised entities. 


Regulation 14/2009 "On granting the license and the exercise or banking activity of 


banks and branches of foreign banks in the Republic or Albania", integrated version 


Regulation 1/2013 "On the granting of license to non-bank financial institutions", 


integrated version 


Regulation 31/2007 "On licensing, organization, activity and supervision of foreign 


exchange bureaus", integrated version 


Regulation I 04/2016 "On licensing and activity of savings and loan associations and their 


Unions". 


According to the Law "On the Bank or Albania" and the Law "On banks in the Republic or 


Albania", the Bank of Albania may issue sub-legal acts in the form of regulations, guidelines, 


decisions and orders, to be implemented by all banks and other institutions licensed by the Bank 


of Albania. The set of the sublegal acts constitutes the regulatory framework of supervision. 


which limits the risk taken by banks and other institutions licensed by the Bank or Albania in the 


course of their activity. Basel Committee Documents, as well as European Union Directives. 


Regulations and the Guidelines serve as the main guideline for compiling this regulatory 


framework. Regulatory acts approved are licensing, supervisory and general regulatory acts. The 


Bank of Albania approves regulations setting out the conditions, requirements, deadlines, and 


documentation and procedures for the licensing, approval of additional activities. obligation for 


informing the Bank of Albania, prior approvals for exercising the activity and legal 


reorganizations of licensed institutions, supervised by it. Each of the regulations will feature the 


decision of its approval, subsequent decisions for amendments to the relevant regulation over the 


years (if any), and an integrated version. As of the Bank of Albania Licensing regulations there 


exist the following regulations: 
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Regulation 71 /2009 "On liquidity risk management", integrated version 


Regulation 59/2008 "On the transparency for banking and financial products and 


services", integrated version 


Regulation 72/20 l 7 "On Banks Recovery Plans" 


Regulation 4/2017 "On the consolidated supervision" 


Regulation 105/2016 "On risk management in the activity or savings and loan 


associations and their Unions" 


Regulation 67/2016 "On minimum security requirements regarding premises where 


banking and financial activities arc conducted and transportation or monetary values", 


integrated version 


Regulation 67/2015 "On internal audit system", integrated version 


Regulation 48/2015 "On consumer credit and mortgage credit" 


Regulation 69/2014 "On the bank's regulatory capital", integrated version 


Regulation I 0/2014 "On the risk management from large exposures of banks", integrated 


version 


Regulation 48/2013 "On capital adequacy ratio", integrated version 


Regulation 2/2013 "On risk management in the activity or non-bank financial 


institutions", integrated version 


Regulation 63/2012 "On the core management principles of banks and branches or 
foreign banks and the criteria on the approval or their administrators", integrated version 


Regulation 27/2012 "On the establishment, licensing and functioning of the bridge bank .. 


Regulation 62/201 I "On credit risk management from banks and branches of foreign 


banks", integrated version 


Regulation 42/2011 "On the authorized chartered auditors of banks" 


Regulation 3/2011 "On the operational risk management" 


Regulation 67/20 IO "On the Content or Information and Operation or the Credit Registry 


at the Bank of Albania" 


Decision 69/2010 "Fees for using information 111 the Credit Registry or the l3ank or 


Albania" 


Regulation 48/20 IO "On open foreign exchange positions risk management'. 
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Regarding the access to bank finance as in OECD (2018) publication is stated that Bank lending 


is the most common source or external finance for all kinds of SME activities: starting up a 


company, meeting regular cash-flow and working capital requirements, expansion, innovation, 


and internationalization. In the Albanian economy could be eased security rights over non-fixed 


assets and weighted the benefits of expanding the use or intangibles as collateral against the 


potential risks. The economy could also consider introducing more flexible definitions of 


collateral and provision requirements for smaller loans. It should be reconsidered the use of 


subsidized interest rates given their market-distorting effects. While subsidies did help prevent a 


larger credit crunch during a period of financial distress, a more sustainable policy solution for 


the longer term could be the wider use of credit guarantee schemes. Public credit guarantee 


schemes should be designed based on international good practice standards such as those 


outlined by the World Bank and the Financial Sector Reform and Strengthening Initiative (World 


Bank, 20 I 5). They should involve reasonable administrative costs and be targeted on under- 


served SMEs, such as innovative, female-Jed or export-oriented businesses. New schemes should 


include regular monitoring and evaluation to assess whether their objectives are being 


achieved.A new framework for cooperation between banks for a permanent solution of common 


borrowers is under consultation with the banking industry. Such initiative for out-of-court 


Regulation 70/2009 "On foreign exchange transactions", integrated version 


Regulation 45/2009 "On the reports at the Bank or J\lbania accordingly to the Unified 


Reporting System", integrated version 


Regulation 44/2009 "On prevention or money laundering and terrorism financing", 


integrated version 


Regulation 60/2008 "On the rrurumum requirements or disclosing information from 


banks and foreign bank branches", integrated version 


Regulation 57/2007 "On risk management or the activity of branches of the foreign 


banks", integrated version 


Regulation 32/2006 ··on the use or information and communication technology in entities 


licensed by the Bank or Albania" 


Regulation 28/2005 "On supervision of electronic banking transactions" 


Regulation 42/2001 " On bank's investments in the equity of commercial companies" 
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SMEs sector development is considered one or the main contributes or economic growth, 


employment and to chasten poverty. According to World Bank (2018) access to financial sources 


varies sharply around the world and due to data gaps it is difficult to measure the access to 


finance. However, the Banks have been focused in emphasizing the barriers that limit access to 


financial sources and offering solutions that might help the development of access. Collins et. al 


(2013) state that alternative financing sources, offered as financing opportunities, play an 


increasingly important role in helping business to access the finance they need in order to grow 


and contribute to the economy. So besides traditional credit coming from the banks there exist 


also institutions that offer sources of financing for SMEs. World Bank reports (2008; 2016) and 


OECD pub! ications (2016; 2018) support the fact that without inclusive financial systems and 


policies that help enterprises overcome the access barriers it is difficult to obtain stability, 


growth, poverty reduction and fair distribution of resources and capacities. In a number or 


publications that focused on access to finance for SMEs and the extension of Alternative 


Financing Sources sub-dimension and Bank financing Irorn the World Bank, the OECD, and 


research papers from several authors, the emphasis has been put onto the fact that access to 


finance is crucial in today's world for businesses to start and grow and this can be done by 


traditional lending ways, public lundsand by having the businesses presented to alternative 


sources of financing. on-bank financing is growing but still plays a modest role in funding for 


SMEs (EIB, 2016). In Albania actually, non-bank institutions offer leasing, factoring, 


microfinancing and there is a small development or crowdf unding mostly or interest to the non- 


profit organization that prepare talk-shows and on line funds gathering events for different 


purposes. There are various issues between the banking system and the shareholder companies 


such as the interest rate on loans, banks demand for collateral, banks' bureaucracy, banking 


commissions (Merollari, 2012). Alternative financing mechanisms are crucial for overcoming 


settlement agreements is expected to enhance the cooperation between banks and bring them in a 


common ground against borrowers to avoid asymmetries of information in the decision-making 


process (ERP 2019). 
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Apart from that, AfDA helps the SMEs to increase the competitiveness and in order to evaluate 


the problems of the business it creates a tour of activities called "Info DAY" and 828 meetings 


with Albanian Companies. The goal of these projects as the experts explained is to promote and 


inform on the funds that AIDA manages for Albanian SMEs, identification and creation of 


contacts with new companies, increasing access to finance and cooperation with business actors 


Innovation Fund (AIDA 2019). 


Encouragement and support to exports of goods and services (AIDA 2019). 


The Albanian Government in support of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), is providing 


these financial schemes managed by AIDA, to increase the competitiveness of SMEs, strengthen 


their productive capacities and facilitate the access to the market. 


Competitiveness Fund 


Creative Economy Fund 


Enterprise Support Fund for "Start - Up" Initiative 


Albanian Investment Development Agency (AIDA) was funded and works to attract foreign 


investment, increase the competitiveness of the Albanian economy through the support for smal I 


and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), as well as through innovation. The direct contribution or 


AIDA in the economic development is evidenced through: 


Facilitation and support of direct investments in Albania; 


Increase the competitiveness and innovation capacity of Small and Medium Enterprises 


(SMEs); 


good experiences and practices, which will have an impact in increasing their economic 


performance and competitiveness. The Business Support Program (8SP) is an initiative 


regulated by the "Integrated Assistance Program for the Development of Albanian 


SMEs" (micro, small and medium enterprises) - IASME" (an Italian - Albanian 


cooperation program) ratified by the Parliament of Albania with Law 19/2014 on 


27/02/2017 (PROD A PS 2019). 
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can help them in the initial business idea stage that requires only modest investment.A more 


creditworthiness. An often cited, means of financing is micro-finance. It is particularly useful 


for small business owners with restricted access to more institutionalized sources or finance. It 


Leasing is one of the first instruments that are available to SMEs. factoring can broaden access 


to finance since it is based on a business' accounts receivables rather than on its overall 


figure 3 Gross Credit Portfolio by NBFI's from the Bank or Albania 


Source: Banks of Albania Annual Supervision Report (2018) 
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Regarding the financing opportunities from banks and non-bank financial institutions in Albania, 


the alternative financing sources are new to the financing opportunities offered to SMEs and 


actually make up only a small part of the financing portfolio, the major part is dedicated to loans. 


The gross credit portfolio by Nl3fl's from the Bank or Albania Annual Supervision Report 


(2018) is as follows : 


The European Fund for Southeast Europe aims to foster economic development and 


prosperity in the Southeast Europe region and in the European Eastern Neighborhood 


region through the sustainable provision of additional development finance, notably to 


micro and small enterprises (MSEs) and private households. 


(Municipalities, Chambers of Commerce, and Business Associations). Each year, the persons 


that obtained the funds are controlled using a questionnaire that included information regarding 


the activity, use of funds, problems, etc. Moreover, these activities are also done with the 


approval from the Ministry of Economy. In Albania, as already mentioned more than 99.9% of 


enterprises are small and medium-sized enterprises, or otherwise cal led SM Es. /\s such, this 


sector is of particular importance to the country's economy and support for the SMEs sector is 


one or the major priorities of the Albanian government. 
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In line with the recently adopted Macroprudential Policy Strategy, BoA has worked on finalizing 


methodologies, indicators and databases related to signalling indicators and assessment of 


systemic risk, as well as the implementation or a number of macroprudential instruments. Over 


Q3-2018 BoA has started the consultation process with the banking sector and other stakeholders 


with a draft regulation that introduces several macroprudential capital buffers (conservation, 


countercyclical, systemic risk and systemic importance buffers). The approval of the framework, 


which is expected during Hl-2019, will allow for the implementation of these buffers over a 


period 5 years. The overall framework, in line with EU directives, will represent a solid 


approximation with international standards and guidelines in this area (ERP 2019). Part of the 


reforms for 2019 has been also the implementation of the remaining measures of the PL 


resolution strategy, also with a view to addressing factors hampering access lo finance for 


corporates and focus on Credit Registry in order to facilitate and lo establish the appropriate 


infrastructure in the context. Regarding loans to enterprises they slowed down its growth rate to 


3 .5%, in 2018 Q2. It appears volatile, both in terms of short-term monthly developments and 


contemporary means of raising funds - away from either the traditional banking system or equity 


markets - is crowdfunding. It involves raising capital by asking a large number of individuals for 


small amounts of capital which may take the form of a donation, loan or an equity stake. The 


state institutions even though are not responsible for offering leasing, factoring, microfinance 


and crowd funding, help by defining regulations, procedures, reforms that affect financing 


opportunities offered lo businesses. The role of BoA is to license, regulate and supervise: Banks, 


Non-Bank Financial Institutions that provide leasing, factoring, microfinance, money exchange 


and foreign exchange bureaus. The Bank of Albania provides the protection of financial stability. 


Also, the Bank of Albania implements risk-based supervision on institutions licensed by it. The 


financing of SMEs in Albania is controlled by the Ministry of Economy. From the Ministry are 


designed projects with the approval from the government to help SMEs access finance. 


Furthermore, on the part of alternative finance sources the duty to further develop them is in the 


hand of the financial institutions and the Bank of Albania. Ministry of Economy functions 


regarding financing are related to the work of AIDA (Albanian Investment Development 


Agency) for some projects. Apart from other objectives the ministry is responsible for the 


completion and steps that lead to the completion of SEE 2020 strategy so that the promotion or 


access to finance as part of the pillars of the strategy is developed. 
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In the OECD (2018) competitiveness report it is evaluated that in the country are taken steps to 


establish institutional and regulatory frameworks for access to finance; Have developed 


frameworks for timely payments and insolvency and also made progress in developing asset 


registers and credit information systems; Efforts have been made to improve insolvency 


frameworks to tackle lengthy bankruptcy procedures and reduce administrative backlogs; 


Progress has also been made in delineating between liquidation and restructuring, and 


introducing clear priority schemes; Have implemented SME financing support programs. These 


are primarily credit guarantee schemes and grants or loans at reduced interest rates. 


I Iowever, as in the OECD (2018) is explained the demonstrated financing gap 111 the SEE 


economies results from constraints on both the supply and demand sides. On the supply side, 


frequent issues arise from a lack of available credit. punitive interest rates and unattractive 


market opportunities, while on the demand side, a lack of entrepreneurial training, ineffective 


business strategies and inadequate private assets all hamper business growth. Although demand- 


side barriers represent an important constraint on access to finance, supply-side barriers, 


including high upfront collateral requirements, are often responsible for immediate restrictions 


on credit. Ultimately, both demand- and supply-side constraints on finance should be addressed 


through strategic policy interventions. 


annual terms, due to unsteady developments in the liquidity loan portfolio (2.6%). This portfolio 


is generally characterized by large fluctuations, depending on the short-term financing needs of 


enterprises. Investment loans ( 4.3%) performed better and they largely support the growth of 


credit to enterprises. I lowever, the improvement on Credit registry will impact the way banks 


can rate their borrowers and increase their quality of information, hence improve the way clients 


compete for bank financing. The framework agreement on debt restructuring out-of-court will 


reduce administrative burden for both the borrower and the banks, and again will positively 


affect competition for bank financing. 
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Source: Competitiveness in South East Europe: A Policy Outlook 2018, Competitiveness and 


Private Sector Development (OECD 2018) 


From OECD (2018) publication on competitiveness, in the access to finance dimension, it is 


stated that efforts to ensure policy coherence and co-ordination in designing programs to support 


SME financing are being done, but there is room for improvement. Asset registers and credit 


registries/bureaus (discussed in the next section) are two important institutions that help to level 


the playing field in lending relationships by providing information on the creditworthiness and 


business performance of SMEs. When this information is more limited for SMEs than for larger 


enterprises, banks can perceive SMEs as presenting greater risk. This can mean that SMEs have 


tomeet high collateral requirements for secured transactions and have more limited access to 


credit. Albania has cadastral system to register land and real estate, and record its value and 


ownership, as well as any existing pledges over the asset but this service is not yet offered onlinc 


making it more difficult to access information and itdoes not yet cover the whole territory, 


although it is making efforts to provide both online access and full coverage within the next few 


years. In Albania, exist a notice-based register making it easier to administer and has lower costs. 


Besides that, important institution are also the ones offering credit information services that 


compile data on the credit histories of borrowers who are active in a financial system. 


Figure 4 Policy, regulatory and institutional framework 
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The BoA is the administrator of credit registry system, since its start of operation on 3 January 


2008. The registry provides the reporting institutions during the process of credit analysis and 


decision-making with additional information on the borrower's history. Reporting institutions lo 


the Credit Registry are all the banks and other lending non-financial institutions, licensed by the 


Bank of Albania. The Credit Registry generates the Borrower's Report with information on the 


amount of loan, its repayments, overdue amounts, warranties, data on the loans in which the 


borrower appears as a related person, and loan classification. Since April 2016, this Report 


Source: Competitiveness in South East Europe: A Policy Outlook 2018, Competitiveness and 


Private Sector Development (OECD 2018) 


Albania has a public credit registry which covers around 40% of adult population but doesn't 


have yet a private credit bureau. Both the BoA and the Albanian Association of Banks (AAB) 


and its member banks, agree that the establishment of such a credit bureau shall address the lack 


of a credit scoring system in Albania, which is foreseen as a measure for the reduction of NP Ls 


in the country in the Inter-Institutional Plan or Measures drafted by the authorities for this 


purpose. Hence, the AAB has undertaken the initiative or developing a private credit bureau in 


Albania. EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development) now intends to support 


the AAB with technical assistance during the setting-up phase of the credit bureau. Besides that, 


commercial banks together with the Albania Agribusiness Support Facility are joining forces to 


increase local farmers' and agribusiness companies' access to finance, especially in remote 


regions or the country. The El3RD, with the government of Albania, is supporting a portfolio or 


up to €35 million of eligible loans to the sector, risk-shared with its partner Raiffeisen Bank 


Albania. The instrument benefits from a First Loss Risk Cover contributed by the government of 


Albania. Agribusiness is a vital sector of Albania's economy. It provides employment for more 


than 50 per cent or the population in rural areas and accounts for around 20 per cent or the 


country's GDP. However, the sector remains undcrserviced by financial institutions, with loans 


to agribusiness accounting for only 2 per cent or total lending to the economy. Launched by the 


EBRO and the government of Albania in 2016, the Albania Agribusiness Support Facility 


(AASf) is addressing this challenge by improving access to finance for local agribusinesses 


through dedicated credit lines or by sharing the risk of lending to the agribusiness sector. 


Figure 5 Coverage of public and private credit bureau 
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• Financial Stability Department - monitors systemic risk indicators, develops the 


methodologies for its assessment and the operationalization of macro-prudential 


instruments; proposes the Financial Stability Advisory Committee the instrument and 


manner of implementation, monitors the impact of the instrument, prepares reports and 


analyses for the systemic risk performance, as well as assesses the stability of the financial 


system; 


• Financial Stability Advisory Committee - assesses the performance of systemic risk, selects 


the macro-prudential instrument and determines its implementation; monitors the 


coordination of work for discussion within the institution and the preparation or legal and 


sub-legal acts necessary for the implementation of the instrument; formulates the macro- 


prudential stances for the Governor or the Supervisory Council in the framework or the 


Bank of Albania's role in safeguarding financial stability; 


At the institutional level, the Bank or Albania, in accordance with the legal hierarchy or the 


objectives regarding the policies and the functions it implements, ensures their maximal synergy. 


for this purpose, the organization of the internal institutional structure supports the definition of 


responsibilities at each stage of drafting and implementing policies and promotes the timely 


exchange of information and critical assessments. J\s a result of this process, the final decision- 


making of the Bank or Albania is expected to be well informed and to reflect the contribution by 


the relevant policies. The Bank or Albania's structures that are more directly and sequentially 


involved in the implementation of the macro-prudential policy are: 


identifies loans under an execution order, restructured loans and issued loans (BoA 2019). Since 


27 July 2012, the Bank of Albania publishes interest rates and commissions for products and 


services that banks offer to the public, on its website in an aggregated and simplified table. 


Banks report these data every three months. The publication or these data aims to improve 


transparency standards and consumer protection by informing them on the most convenient 


options for loans, deposits, current accounts, bank cards, etc. The published information helps 


clients to find a favorable and convenient option in accordance with their financial situation, and 


contributes to fostering market competitiveness. 
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The actors that help boost the development of credit system in Albania are implementing each 


year policies that help access to credit for SMEs. There are policies designed to increase the 


enterprises possibility to access bank funding. Agencies that offer micro-credit have helped 


SMEs to obtain small loans. Microfinance and credit unions especially in the recent years have 


increased their activity and small enterprises receive help also from foreign fund investments. 


However, the upcoming procedures and policies taken to meliorate the access to bank funding 


are expected to increase the level of loans given to SMEs. The EBRD has made available a fund 


intended for on-lending to women-led small businesses in Albania, this loan will help to narrow 


the gender gap in access to finance and know-how that can hold women back from fuller 


participation in the economy. 


• The Governor - communicates the stance of the Bank of Albania on systemic risks and the 


financial system stability, and decides on the implementation of the macro-prudential 


instrument if this is possible according to the decision-making procedures; 


• Supervisory Council - reviews and approves the reports and analyses of the Bank of Albania 


on the assessment of the financial stability situation; is informed on the assessments on the 


manner of implementation of the macro-prudential policy; approves sub-legal acts 


necessary for the implementation of the relevant instruments of macro-prudential policy. 
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